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Atelier Segalin di Daniela Ghezzo 

"Trendy Footwear"

Though Venice is known for floods, the women here do make a point to

wear shoes that are comfortable yet elegant. Hence, many popular shoe

designers are from Venice, Rolando Segalin being one of them. This

popular and talented shoe maker passed on his art to man and one of his

protégé, Daniela Ghezzo has now taken over this shoe boutique namely,

Atelier Segalin di Daniela Ghezzo. Shoe lovers swear by its fine stitches,

authentic leather and elegance, the varieties are made to order. Having

said that, it is evident that each of the design is unique and never

resurfaces in any fashion magazine or ramp. So if you are hunting for that

exclusive pair, Atelier Segalin di Daniela Ghezzo is the place to be.

 +39 041 522 2115  www.danielaghezzo.it/  danielaghezzoshoes@gmai

l.com

 Calle dei Fuseri 4365,

Venetië
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Fratelli Rossetti 

"Elegant, Sporty Shoes"

Founded by Renzo Rossetti in 1953, Fratelli Rossetti has built up a

reputation to being one of the foremost shoemakers in the country. It is

also renowned internationally with many branches abroad. Don't miss this

chic store on Campo San Salvador near the Rialto Bridge, St. Mark's

Square and other tourist attractions. You will find only top quality

footwear and leather accessories that are handmade that are timeless yet

trendy.

 +39 041 523 0571  www.fratellirossetti.com:4

43/App_Stuff/Error.html?a

spxerrorpath=/StoreLocato

r_italia_Venezia.aspx

 Venezia2@rossetti.it  Campo San Salvador 4800,

Venetië
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Giovanna Zanella 

"A Perfect Pair"

Giovanna Zanella is a venture of one of the protégé of renowned shoe

craftsmen Rolando Segali. This store owned and managed by Giovanna

Zanella Caeghera is a creative space where uniquely designed shoes are

showcased. Known for contemporary yet elegant designs, each pair is

hand made and includes sandals, moccasins, boots and so forth. Along

with modern styles, there are few traditional patterns available too. So go

ahead and splurge on that perfect pair of shoes, you always wanted.

 +39 041 523 5500  giovannazanella.com/eng/

aboutme/

 giovannazanella@yahoo.it  Calle Fava, Venetië
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Mori & Bozzi 

"Pretty Shoes"

Put your best foot forward! If you have a penchant for shoes that are

exclusive, then do visit the Mori & Bozzi store. This shop offers women's

collection, accessories and other fashionable merchandise, however, it is

popular for its elegant shoe collection that features a wide variety. So

indulge in shoe fetish and shop at Mori & Bozzi .

 +39 041 71 5261  Rio terà Madalena 2367, Venetië
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